I. INTRODUCTION
In view of the local character of chemisorption, reactions of clusters with molecules can deliver useful information with respect to catalytic processes on macroscopic metal surfaces.
1,2 So far, organometallic complexes with single metal atoms have been studied in great detail because many of them can be produced by chemical synthesis, e.g., ferrocene.
3-6 Studies of mononuclear metal complexes deliver information primarily on the ligand-metal interaction. Chemisorption on metal dimers and clusters, on the other hand, is of interest as they provide additional information about larger ''metallic'' centers and about the influence on the metal-metal bond.
In spite of the potential technological importance in surface chemistry and heterogeneous catalysis, information on the electronic structure of organometallic clusters is quite rare, especially for those that cannot be produced by standard chemical synthesis. Photodetachment electron spectroscopy is a powerful method in order to explore the electronic structure of mass-separated cluster anions in the gas phase. [7] [8] [9] [10] Anionic clusters can be produced from plasma sources using laser vaporization or arc discharge. Electrically charged clusters are suitable for mass-separation by time-of-flight which provides both a high cluster transmission and a wide mass range. In the case of metal clusters, photodetachment provides information on the metal-like orbitals which are generally located close to the detachment threshold. Aromatic molecules ͑arenes͒ are particularly suitable for adsorption on metals due to a high -electron density perpendicular to the aromatic molecular plane. The frontier orbitals of arenes are highly suitable to hybridize with the d-orbitals of transition metals due to the formation of donation and back-donation bonds. The orbital energies of the arenes are usually located at higher binding energies than the metallic orbitals due to the stability of the aromatic molecules and the large gap between the occupied and unoccupied frontier orbitals of the arenes. Consequently, the comparison of the photoelectron spectra of the unreacted bare metal clusters with those of the corresponding chemically reacted clusters is helpful to probe changes of the valence orbital structure of the cluster core as a function of the adsorbate molecule.
The chemical reactivity of benzene with transition metal clusters has extensively been studied by mass spectroscopy. [11] [12] [13] [14] Photofragmentation, ionization energies, physisorption, and chemisorption as well as charge transfer processes have explicitly been discussed. Ab initio calculations have recently been carried out for small transition metal-benzene clusters like Rh 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) ϩ , Pt͑C 6 H 6 ) ϩ , and Pt͑C 6 H 6 ). 15, 16 Also, polynuclear vanadium benzene sandwich clusters have been studied both theoretically and experimentally. 17, 18 A photoelectron study of V͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ has recently been published by Judai et al. 19 Here we have explored benzene-reacted metal dimers which provide information about the differences of chemisorption on a transition metal vs a main group metal. The bonding of benzene onto Pt and Pd is expected to be principally different from that onto Pb due to the participation of d-orbitals. Photoelectron spectroscopy is a general probe to expose these differences. Moreover, by resolving the intermetallic vibration we will gain information on the intermetallic bond strength and bond distance changes of the chemically reacted metal dimers.
II. EXPERIMENT
The photoelectron spectra of the mono-benzene metal dimer anions, M 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ ͑MϭPt, Pd, Pb͒ have been recorded after mass selecting the clusters in a molecular beam setup. The metal clusters have been produced by condensa-tion of laser-vaporized metal plasma in a He-carrier gas at a repetition rate of 20 Hz. Gas phase benzene ͑vapor pressure ϳ50 mbar͒ has been injected by a separate adsorbate valve mounted immediately behind the condensation zone. The pure and reacted clusters are cooled in a subsequent adiabatic expansion ͑20 bar initial pressure, 200 s He-valve opening time͒. Negatively charged clusters were then accelerated to a kinetic energy of 600 eV and focused into the electron spectrometer by a pulsed two-stage Wiley-McLaren ion optics. On the way to the photoelectron spectrometer a drift tube of ϳ1.2 m was used to mass separate the clusters by their respective times of flight. Finally, the cluster anions were stopped in the source region of the electron spectrometer by a pulsed electric field. 20 Electrons were photodetached from the mass-selected clusters with the fundamental wavelength and higher harmonics of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser ͑1064 nm, 532 nm, 355 nm͒. Since the experimental setup provides mass separation prior to photodetachment it guarantees an unambiguous identification of the photodetachment spectra with a given cluster mass.
The time-of-flight mass spectra of bare and reacted metal clusters are shown in Fig. 1 . The upper row of panels shows the mass spectra of the nonreacted, bare Pt n Ϫ , Pd n Ϫ , and Pb n Ϫ clusters, respectively. The increased width of the Pd-mass peaks in comparison with those of Pt and Pb is due to the larger isotope distribution of Pd. The anion mass spectra of the benzene-reacted metal clusters are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 . Adsorption on the very small Pt-clusters seems to be favored over adsorption on clusters with more than six Pt-atoms, as these adsorbate peaks up to the hexamer are stronger than the corresponding unreacted Ptcluster peaks. In particular, the anionic dimers of Pt and Pd are stabilized by benzene while the pure dimer peaks show hardly any intensity. Note that the neutral Pt 2 -dimer seems to be more stable, as the corresponding peak is clearly visible in the cation mass spectrum. 11 This can result from fragmentation of larger clusters because in this case the neutral particles are ionized prior to detection. In our experiment the cluster anions are produced in the plasma and not by subsequent electron attachment. Therefore the increased intensity of Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ and Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ over the unreacted metal dimer anions is presumably not due to fragmentation of larger clusters but rather due to the decreased reactivity of the ligated metal dimers to form larger clusters. In contrast to the corresponding adsorbate peaks of the transition metal clusters, the adsorbate peaks of the Pb-dimer, Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ , and Pb-trimer, Pb 3 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ , are weak with respect to unreacted Pb 2 Ϫ and Pb 3 Ϫ . The benzene-adsorbates of the higher Pb-clusters are almost as intense as the bare Pb n (nу4) clusters.
A. Pt 2 "C 6 H 6 … À The photodetachment spectra of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ are shown in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 2͑c͒ , respectively. The spectrum of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 )
Ϫ shows a leading feature at a binding energy of 2.1 eV similar to the spectrum of Pt 2 Ϫ shown in Fig. 2͑b͒ . This peak is attributed to the ground state transition between the anion and the neutral cluster. The energy gap of about 0.7 eV between the first and second peak indicates a closed shell electron configuration in neutral Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ). A vibrational fine structure on the ground state electron peak has been resolved using a photon energy of 2.33 eV ͓Fig. 2͑c͔͒. About ten vibrational peaks are clearly visible. A single vibrational progression is revealed by a harmonic Franck-Condon analysis, suggesting that a single electronic state is reached in the final state. The Franck-Condon least square fit along the experimental data is shown in Fig. 3 . The derived spectroscopic parameters of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) and Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 )
Ϫ are summarized in Table I .
A vibrational energy of 24.2 meV has been deduced for Ϫ recorded at photon energies of 3.495 eV ͑a͒ and 2.33 eV ͑c͒. For comparison, the photodetachment spectrum of unreacted Pt 2 Ϫ at 3.495 eV is shown in ͑b͒. X labels the transition from the ground state of the anion to that of the neutral. A vibrational energy of 24.2 meV is observed for the neutral ground state of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ).
the neutral final state. The two most intense vibrational peaks are due to the transitions from the anionic ground vibrational level to the vibrational final states in the neutral v neutral ϭ2 and 3, respectively. Moreover, a strong contribution of hotbands is revealed from the Franck-Condon analysis. The calculated 1←1 transition at 2.011 eV is even more intense than the adiabatic vibrational transition ͑0←0͒ at 2.006 eV. Moreover, transitions from the second and third anionic vibrational levels are observed predominantly contributing to the transitions 0←2 and 0←3 on the low energy side. The lowest energetic peak at ϳ1.93 eV corresponds to the 0←3 hot-band transition ͑Fig. 3͒. The vibrational energy of the anion amounts to 19.0 meV as taken from the fit to the hotbands. From the population of the hot bands a vibrational temperature of ͑200Ϯ20͒ K is revealed for the cluster anions.
The low vibrational energies for both the anionic and neutral clusters indicate an intermetallic Pt-Pt vibrational mode. Pt 2 and Pt 2 Ϫ have vibrational energies of 26.7 meV ͑Refs. 21 and 22͒ and 22.1 meV, 21 respectively. The Pt-Pt stretching vibration of Pt 2 ͑CO) has been calculated to be 24 meV. 23 The Pt-C vibrational energy, on the other hand, is expected to be considerably larger as the vibrational energy of benzene on Pt͑111͒ amounts to 44 meV. 24 Therefore we attribute the observed vibrational energy of 24.2 meV to the Pt-Pt stretching vibration of neutral Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ). The slightly lower vibrational energy with respect to free Pt 2 results from the difference in the reduced masses of Pt 2 and Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ). Considering the reduced masses only ͑ Pt-PtBz ϭ113.81 amu, Pt-Pt ϭ97.54 amu͒, a Pt-Pt vibrational energy of 24.7 meV is calculated for Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) which is only slightly larger than our experimental value. The calculated force constant indicates a typical covalent bond strength of the intermetallic bond in Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ). 25, 26 The ground state spectroscopic constants of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ and Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) are very similar to those of Pt 2 Ϫ and Pt 2 , respectively ͑Table I͒. The harmonic potential curves as deduced from the spectroscopic parameters are shown in Fig. 4 Ϫ which suggests a net charge transfer from benzene into an antibonding Pt 2 -orbital.
The double feature at 2.3 eV in the spectrum of Pt 2 Ϫ completely disappears in the spectrum of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ . The double feature is tentatively assigned to be due to excited final states within the 5d-orbitals of platinum. 22 With respect to symmetry adapted orbitals in C 6v ͑Pt 2 Ϫ in the central position above the plane of the benzene ring; see inset in Fig.  3͒ , the twofold degenerate e 1g orbital ͓highest occupied molecular orbital ͑HOMO͔͒ of benzene is able to hybridize with the d u,g orbitals of Pt 2 forming a d -p bond. A strong interaction of the corresponding Pt-orbitals with the lowlying benzene orbitals will cause a strong shift of the Pt-5d orbitals to lower energy. Thus the double feature arising from excitation within the metallic d orbitals is supposed to be shifted to higher binding energies. Indeed, the region above 2.5 eV reveals a wealth of sharp peaks which are considerably enhanced in the spectrum of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ with respect to Pt 2 Ϫ ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒. A possible d␦ u,g Ϫp* back donation from the metal 5d␦ u,g -orbitals into the degenerate lowest unoccupied molecular orbital ͑LUMO͒ of benzene (e 2u ) will additionally enhance the intensity within the 5d region above 2.5 eV. From both the strong interaction of the d-orbitals and the observed metal-metal stretch vibration we conclude that the platinum dimer is most probably bound perpendicular to the benzene ring ͑C 6v -symmetry͒. An orientation of the dimer parallel to the plane of benzene (C 2v ) is less probable as this would not result in a vibrational frequency close to that of free Pt 2 . Moreover, the observation of a metal-like vibrational frequency of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ indicates that the platinum dimer does not dissociate upon benzenechemisorption in contrast to the reaction of V n Ϫ clusters with benzene. 17, 18 As suggested by the C 6v -symmetry, the benzene molecule is coordinated merely to one of the two metal-dimer atoms. This so-called ''atop'' position (C 6v ) is not favored on densely packed metal surfaces. Instead, the benzene molecule prefers two-and threefold coordinated bridge and hollow sites causing local C 2v -and C 3v -symmetries 2,27-32 on densely packed metal surfaces.
The intermetallic -bond (s,d z ) is most probably not involved in the bonding to benzene neither on the surface nor on the dimer. This is different to the adsorption of nonaromatic molecules like CO and N 2 where the bonding preferentially takes place via a -donor bonding from the adsorbate into the antibonding (s,d)*-orbitals of the metal. 9, 23, 33, 34 The back-donation, on the other hand, occurs via the hybridization between the CO * and the Pt 5d orbitals in analogy to the back donation in the arene-metal compounds.
B. Pd 2 "C 6 H 6 … À Photodetachment spectra of Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ measured at photon energies of 3.495 eV, 2.33 eV, and 1.165 eV, respectively, are shown in Fig. 5 . A narrow peak is seen at 0.9 eV. This leading peak is separated from the remaining peaks by nearly 1 eV. Using the fundamental wavelength of the Nd:YAG laser a vibrational fine structure has been resolved on the ground state peak ͓Fig. 5͑c͔͒. A hot band is visible on the low-energy side. An anharmonic Franck-Condon least square fit reveals an adiabatic transition energy at 0.876 eV and an anharmonicity constant of 0.5 meV for the neutral. The spectroscopic data are summarized in Ϫ recorded at photon energies of 3.495 eV ͑a͒, 2.330 eV ͑b͒, and 1.165 eV ͑c͒. X labels the electronic transition from the ground state of the anion to that of the neutral. A vibrational energy of 20.3 meV is observed for the ground state photoelectron peak of the neutral.
shows the Franck-Condon fit corresponding to the stretch vibration along the Pd-Pd normal coordinate of Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ). A vibrational energy of 20.3 meV and 18.0 meV is revealed for Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) and Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ , respectively. These small vibrational energies are characteristic for a Pd-Pd stretch vibration; e.g., the ground state vibrational energy of Pd 2 is 26 meV. 25, 26 The only slightly modified vibrational energy serves as evidence that the palladium dimer is free to vibrate along its intermetallic bond. This suggests that the benzene is bound to Pd 2 in a similar configuration to that of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ).
According to the reduced masses ( Pd-PdBz ϭ67.495 amu, Pd-Pd ϭ53.21 amu͒, an intermetallic vibrational energy of 23 meV is expected for Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) assuming the same force constant as that of Pd 2 . However, the observed vibrational energy of Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) is 12% smaller which suggests a reduced intermetallic force constant with respect to Pd 2 . The anionic vibrational energy is 20% smaller than expected by the mass difference of reacted and unreacted Pd 2 . The weakening of the intermetallic bond in both anionic and neutral Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) indicates a charge transfer from the ligand into an antibonding Pd 2 -orbital. Note, however, that the intermetallic bond length difference ⌬r e between Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ and Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) is distinctly larger ͑8.1 pm͒ than that between Pd 2 Ϫ and Pd 2 ͑3.7 pm͒. The positive change of the bond length upon electron detachment from Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 )
Ϫ anticipates that the extra electron is detached from a bonding orbital, in analogy to detachment from Pd 2 Ϫ for which a leading configuration X 4d 19 5s g 2 is proposed. 21 In contrast to the direction of the bond length change, the comparison of the bond strength suggests detachment from an antibonding orbital as the bond strength in neutral Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) is somewhat stiffer ͑106 N m Ϫ1 ͒ than in the anion ͑83 N m Ϫ1 ͒. This seeming contradiction points to the fact that the single-particle picture is not sufficient for an interpretation. The total electron rearrangement upon detachment of the uppermost ''5s g ''-derived bonding orbital leads not just to a change of the bond length but also to an increase of the potential curvature. From this an overall strengthening of the intermetallic bond strength results, though the bond length increases upon detachment. The enhanced reorganization of the electrons upon detachment from Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 )
Ϫ is also consistent with the drastically reduced electron affinity of Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) with respect to Pd 2 . The electron affinities of Pt 2 and Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ), on the other hand, differ only marginally as the electron configurations are proposed to be closely related.
Similar to the spectrum of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ , the strong interaction of the d-orbitals with the orbitals of benzene leads to a considerable change in the photodetachment intensity and peak structure of Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ with respect to Pd 2 Ϫ . The hybridization of the d-orbitals of palladium with the frontier orbitals of benzene is evident from the enhanced photoelectron intensity above 2 eV where the transitions within the d-orbital region are predicted for palladium. 21, 25 The photodetachment spectrum of Pd 2 Ϫ ͑Ref. 25͒ shows only a weak photoemission intensity in this binding energy region, which is explained by the small photoemission cross sections of the d-orbitals. However, chemisorption of benzene activates the d-orbitals significantly. The interaction of the d-derived orbitals with both the HOMO and LUMO of benzene generates hybridized metal-adsorbate orbitals of d u,g Ϫp and d␦ u,g Ϫ p* symmetry, respectively. Such a hybridization leads to an enhanced cross section in the d-orbital region due to the partial p-character of the hybridized wave functions as well as to an energy splitting by bonding and antibonding combinations.
Upon reaction with benzene the intermetallic bond strength decreases in both Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) and Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ), as well as in the corresponding anions. The stronger vibrational progression observed on the ground state peak of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ TABLE II. Spectroscopic data of Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) and Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ along the intermetallic stretch coordinate Pd-Pd͑C 6 H 6 ). The data have been taken from an anharmonic Franck-Condon least square fit on the vibrationally-resolved ground state photoelectron peak of Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ ͑Fig. 6͒. A vibrational temperature T vib ϭ͑140Ϯ50͒ K of the anion has been deduced from the relative population of the hot band. makes likely a more steeper rise of the potential for the chemisorbed platinum cluster, which-in turn-corresponds to the stronger intermetallic force constant of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) ͑255 N m Ϫ1 ͒ compared to Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) ͑106 N m Ϫ1 ͒. In particular, the force constants of Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) and Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 )
Ϫ are 3/4 and 2/3 that of Pd 2 and Pd 2 Ϫ , respectively. The weakening of the intermetallic bond in Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) relative to Pd 2 is larger than in Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) which is less than 5% smaller than that of unreacted Pt 2 .
C. Pb 2 "C 6 H 6 … À Photodetachment spectra of Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ and Pb 2 Ϫ are shown in Fig. 7 . The spectra have been recorded at photon energies of 3.495 eV ͓Figs. 7͑a͒ and 7͑b͔͒ and 2.33 eV ͓Fig. 7͑c͔͒, respectively. The Pb 2 Ϫ -spectrum has been assigned by Ho et al. 35 The first five peaks are due to detachment of the 6p-derived orbitals as the bonding in Pb 2 is mainly governed by the degenerate 6p u orbital. 36, 37 Both the triplet ground state of Pb 2 , 2 g 2 1 u 2 ( 3 ⌺ g Ϫ ), and the first excited triplet state, 2 g 1 1 u 3 ( 3 ⌸ u ), are coupled by spin-orbit interaction which results in a splitting of the ground state electron peak (0 g ϩ ,1 g ) and the excited 3 ⌸ u final peak (2 u ,1 u ). 35, 36 The corresponding singlet state of the 1 ⌸ u state is located at ϳ3.4 eV. The 1 ⌬ u peak at 2.45 eV results from the ground state configuration 2 g 2 1 u 2 . In contrast to the spectrum of Pb 2 Ϫ , only two dominant peaks (X,A) are seen in the spectrum of Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ ͓Fig. 7͑a͔͒. A third peak (AЈ) is indicated at 3.4 eV. This reduced number of peaks suggests a closed shell electron configuration in Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) which considerably reduces the number of final state peaks due to a missing spinorbit splitting. A closed shell electronic structure with nondegenerated orbitals is expected, i.e., in C 2v -symmetry. Thus a possible geometry is a Pb 2 -molecule lying horizontally above the benzene plane. Such a geometry has been calculated for Rh 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) ϩ ͑Ref. 15͒ to be the most stable one. In C 2v -symmetry the degenerate 6p orbitals transform into an a 1 and a b 1 orbital. The a 1 orbital is filled by the two 6p electrons resulting in a totally symmetric singlet final state (a 1 2 ). This closed shell ground state configuration results in a single ground state peak in contrast to Pb 2 for which the open shell ground state configuration gives rise to several final state peaks as discussed above. As indicated in Fig. 7 three of the peaks below 2.5 eV combine to form a single peak in the spectrum of Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 )
Ϫ . The b 1 orbital has one nodal plane which is therefore expected to give rise to the first excited triplet state (a 1 1 b 1 1 ) ( 3 B 1 ) labeled A in Fig. 7͑a͒ . The corresponding singlet final state peak ( 1 B 1 ) could be assigned to the small feature at 3.4 eV (AЈ). This interpretation is supported by the fact that the singlet-triplet splitting of the first excited state of Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) is very similar to the singlet-triplet splitting of the first excited electron configuration of Pb 2 (2 g 1 1 u 3 ) which amounts to ϳ1 eV ( 3 ⌸ u , 1 ⌸ u ). In contrast to Pb 2 Ϫ no vibrational fine structure could be resolved on the valence photoelectron peaks of Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ neither with 3.49 nor with 2.33 eV photons. This is another hint for the reduced symmetry of Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) with respect to the unreacted dimer. In C 2v -symmetry, eleven totally symmetric vibrational modes (⌫ vib ϭ11A 1 ϩ8A 2 ϩ7B 1 ϩ10B 2 ) are possible which might be difficult to resolve even if only some of them are excited. The vibrational broadening also explains the missing spin-orbit splitting of the 3 B 1 final state peak 35 at 2.5 eV in Fig. 7͑a͒ ͑A͒. Note that this peak is much broader than the experimental resolution. It is most likely broadened by internal vibrational excitations in contrast to the analogous peak of Pb 2 at 2.3 eV binding energy ͓Fig. 7͑b͔͒. A single vibrational mode of 18 meV ͓Fig. 7͑c͔͒ can be resolved on the 2 u -spin-orbit component of Pb 2 Ϫ ͑Ref. 35͒ using a photon energy of 2.33 eV. This resolution cannot be achieved at a photon energy of 3.495 eV, neither for Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ nor Pb 2 Ϫ . Still the spin-orbit components of Pb 2 Ϫ are much smaller than the A-peak of Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ . We attribute this broadening to a simultaneous excitation of both Pb-and benzene-derived modes in Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) indicating a strong interaction of the Pb-derived 6p-orbital with the HOMO (e 1g ) of benzene. This is different to Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) and Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) in which the ground state transition peak (6s and 5s) reveals only the intermetallic stretching vibration. This is consistent with the fact that the benzene modes couple much easier to the intermetallic stretch vibration of Ϫ recorded at a photon energy of 3.495 eV is shown in ͑a͒. The vertical electron affinity of Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) amounts to ͑1.95Ϯ0.05͒ eV. The photodetachment spectra of free Pb 2 Ϫ at a photon energy of 3.495 eV and 2.330 eV are shown in ͑b͒ and ͑c͒, respectively.
3 ⌺ g denotes the ground state of neutral Pb 2 which is split by a spin-orbit coupling of 0.65 eV ͑Refs. 35, 36͒. the horizontally bound Pb 2 than to the perpendicular oriented transition metal dimers Pt 2 and Pd 2 .
III. SUMMARY
Laser photodetachment electron spectra of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ , Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ , and Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ have been measured in the gas phase using photon energies of 1.165, 2.330, and 3.495 eV. Vibrational energies of ͑24.2Ϯ1͒ and ͑20.3Ϯ1͒ meV have been resolved on the ground state photoelectron peaks of Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) and Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ), respectively. The vibrational energies of the corresponding anions are ͑19.0Ϯ1͒ and ͑18.0Ϯ2͒ meV for Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ and Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ . From the adiabatic vibronic transition and a Franck-Condon analysis the precise electron affinities have been determined for Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) ͑2.006Ϯ0.05 eV͒ and Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) ͑0.876Ϯ0.05 eV͒. Moreover, the Franck-Condon analysis of the ground state transitions reveals that the intermetallic -bond of Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) is much weaker than that of unreacted Pd 2 . The intermetallic bond strength of Pt 2 , in contrast, is hardly any weakened upon chemisorption of benzene. A significant enhancement of the photoelectron intensity in the binding energy region of the d-orbitals indicates a strong d(,␦) -p hybridization between the orbitals of the transition metal dimers and benzene. The vibrational analysis of the Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ and Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) Ϫ photodetachment spectra suggests a perpendicular orientation of the benzene plane relative to the metal dimer axis resulting in a C 6v -symmetry in contrast to the local C 2v and C 3v symmetries on densely packed surfaces. Due to the missing spin-orbit splitting of the ground state photoelectron peak of Pb 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ), the metal-arene cluster is suggested to have a closed shell electronic configuration in contrast to unreacted Pb 2 . In contrast to Pt 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) and Pd 2 ͑C 6 H 6 ) the benzene molecule is predicted to be bound parallel to Pb 2 in C 2v -symmetry.
